
1. INTRODUCTION 
Overall a great report, but lack of big picture thinking.  A number of opportunities to sidestep 
emissions by using alternative pathways are missed and this needs to be corrected e.g. rather 
than working out how we can reduce our emissions from ruminant farming, should be looking at 
pricing the emissions so people will move away from eating so much high emission meat.  The 
lack of effective pricing is actually encouraging high emissions eating, high emissions animal 
agriculture.  The move to much more plant based diets is stymied.  

A second example  is power system where your responses to winter evening peaks don’t seem to 
include side stepping that demand - eg wood burners that provide heat right at the time the grid 
is struggling.

A third example is proximity as a transport emissions reduction strategy is completely 
underplayed through reliance on spurious studies on densifying far flung low density suburbs, 
rather than having people move close in - if people live in closer proximity of where they work and 
educate zero emission transport options such as walking and cycling are much more available. 


So my main message is look at sidestepping the emissions not simply producing the same stuff 
but in a different way


Its hard to get away from concluding that a savage carbon price is the best way to stimulate the 
savage reductions in emissions, that the planet actually needs. 


Comments in More Detail:


2. LAND USE 
2.1 Don’t lump Ruminant farming with Horticulture and Arable farming - It is disingenuous to 
lump climate change pollution from benign horticulture with animal farming under one title - 
Agriculture - this really must be changed in the final version.  Lumping them together and saying 
some agricultural land needs to be put into forestry is hiding the truth:  Ruminant farming has to 
give way to tree cropping, horticulture and arable farming as well as forestry on the more marginal 
land.  Its changes within agriculture itself that are as important as changing from agriculture to 
forestry. 


2.2 Food Security poor reason to subsidise dairy pollution - On the same amount of land you 
can produce many times the amount of protein and other nutrients from plants than through an 
animal.  For global food security and global food supply half the land used for animal agriculture 
could be taken away and you could still double the protein and other nutrients from the land by 
switching from animal to plant based protein production.


2.3 Meat and Milk Analogues to replace animal Meat and Milk.  It makes little sense to support 
a dying industry such as animal protein production, by the rest of the country paying in a 
significant way for their greenhouse gas (and waterways) pollution when they are going to be 
progressively replaced by plant sourced substitutes. 


2.4 Bring Ruminant Farming into ETS Quickly- Your recommendations of “bringing agriculture 
into the ETS” but handing out free emission units is exactly a lack of effective pricing of 
agricultural emissions.  The costs of greenhouse gas pollution must be brought back to the 
polluters, in this case the ruminant farmers.  Farmers need to move away from animal agriculture 
to tree crops, other horticulture, arable farming and forestry -  this is beyond dispute, but with NZ 
taxpayers subsidising them to pollute with animal agriculture they have no or minimal price signal 
to change their ways.  It is appalling to suggest this happen.  Anthropogenic climate change has 
been known for decades, as has the significance of animal emissions in this country:  I struggle to 
see why we should be supporting people who have denied reality and invested in such a high 
pollution land use, especially when that support will reduce the speed at which climate damaging 
gasses are reduced.  While I hear the request for compassion for these foolish climate deniers, I 
struggle to see they are any different to people have invested in coal mining.  

If ruminant farmers are to be brought in gradually, there needs to be a timetable published and 
adhered to as to the phase out of free units, and it shouldn’t start at zero. Furthermore it is 
essential that the withdrawal is complete in 10 years.  So R 10.4 needs to be changed to include a 
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known timetable of progressive withdrawal of free allocation of NZUs and that this timetable be a 
straight-line path to full accountability for emissions in 10 years, not longer. And it shouldn’t start 
at zero - emissions charges need to be bought in immediately but starting off at a low level.


3. TRANSPORT 
3.1 Fossil Fuel Burning Ban as well as Fossil Vehicle Import Ban Timetable Needed. We will 
end up even more of a dumping ground for high emission vehicles than we are now if we keep 
allowing them into the country, so of course we need to have a timetable of a complete ban on 
them by a certain date.  There needs to be a published timetable for banning fossil fuelled cars in 
the first instance and heavy vehicles in the longer term along with it becoming illegal to run 
vehicles on fossil fuels.  So internal combustion engines could still be run, but they would have to 
be running on 100% biofuels.  Suggested timetables are - no new fossil fuelled cars that can’t 
also run on electricity (with minimum EPA range on electric of 50km) after 2030, no fossil fuel 
allowed to be used after 2040 (for land based uses - ie air and sea exempt).  So this gives a 22 
year window to transition to electric and biofuel transport system.  


3.2 My Zero Fossil Transport Vision - with more people living closer into cities, public transport, 
and cycle commuting becomes more viable for a lot of uses.  Electric bikes and electric cars 
replace existing car use, with a rolled out charging network across the country meaning there was 
a fast charger every 100km on all state highways.  If people want to drive away from the state 
highway charging network they would need to hire either a range extending battery pack (perhaps 
on a trailer) or a biofuel powered range extender or a biofuel powered vehicle.

Freight would be moved long distances on an extended electrified rail network or coastal shipping 
and delivered at each end of the journey with battery electric delivery trucks that are already 
available.  The remainder of freight beyond the rail network (eg log trucks) would be 100% biofuel 
powered.) Containerisation of loads with curtain sided containers lifted straight from flat deck 
delivery trucks onto rail wagons and back onto delivery trucks at the other end mean arguments 
about inefficiency of double handling are relegated to insignificance.)


3.3 Electric Vehicle Emissions Decrease with Time Not Noted- As the NZ grid becomes more 
carbon neutral, so the emissions associated with driving electric vehicles decreases.  This point 
needs to be noted.  Figure 11.10 showing emissions in use of an electric vehicle needs to be 
corrected for an increasingly clean grid.


3.4 Scope for Electrifying Heavy Fleet Limited ignores opportunity to move freight differently 
On page 295 you say “the scope for electrifying the heavy fleet is limited” has too narrow a focus.  
The issue actually is moving freight with zero emissions, and if that is the question you get a 
different answer.  See above for my Zero emissions transport vision where we can do this without 
relying on electrifying long distance road transport. - We don’t have to and there are multiple 
benefits for not having long distance heavy road transport - such as safer roads, better amenity 
without these behemoths on our main roads and city streets.


3.5 Other Efficiency Reasons for transition to rail freight and coastal shipping - Steel wheels 
on steel rails are inherently more efficient in the amount of energy required compared to rubber 
wheels on roads.  Even if both heavy freight and rail was electric powered, the fact that rail would 
use perhaps only half the energy to move the same tonnage, means significantly less new 
generation would be required.  This is important as the transition to a clean economy is going to 
mean a strain on the provision of renewable electricity - the more we can sidestep the need to 
new generation the better.  Likewise moving things by sea is very efficient in energy use.  And as 
noted above containerisation with curtain sided containers mean the double handling issues of 
transitions from electric local truck to rail and ship and back to truck again at the other end is 
minimised.


3.6 Support for EV Feebates, but must include incentive to transition to more efficient TYPE 
of vehicle - The Feebate Scales for electric vehicles must be based on the number of people 
seated rather than the type of vehicles so that people are encouraged away from inherently 
inefficient SUVs to more efficient hatchbacks that seat the same number of people (SUVs are less 
aerodynamic having significantly larger frontal areas than the equivalent seating hatchbacks and 
they usually have bigger, less efficient tyres)
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Secondly it must include Utes and vans as many people now buy four wheel drive Utes as family 
vehicles despite them rarely needing the four wheel drive or the extra ground clearance.  The 
feebate scheme must be designed to stop people side stepping the car feebate scheme by 
buying a fossil ute or even an electric ute.  As with SUV’s they are inherently less efficient than 

hatchbacks.


3.7 Heavy Vehicle Feebate Supported - Heavy vehicles do a lot more km and use a lot more fuel 
than cars so even if no electric long range heavy vehicles are available it will still act too 
encourage the uptake of more economical trucks and buses.  This is important so we don’t lock 
in our heavy transport fleet into high emission trucks and buses.


3.8 Support for Government support for Fast Chargers in low population areas.  We would like 
to see fast chargers every 100km on state highways.  At the moment we have to take our fossil 
car to Christchurch from Nelson as the fast chargers are simply too far apart for the range of most 
present electric cars.  This needs to change.


3.9 Government (and Local Government) EV Procurement Strengthened - R11.4 needs to be 
rewritten to be an EV first policy - that government and local government have a policy to only 
buy pure electric vehicles unless there is a reason such as range for them to be plug in hybrids. 


3.10 Hydrogen Vehicles are a Smokescreen for Inaction - The promise of hydrogen powered 
transport has been put forward in the past as a reason to not move forward with EVs.  We mustn’t 
let that happen again.  Hydrogen’s inherent issues with developing a new fueling infrastructure 
and using an explosive and hard to contain gas means its potential as a saviour for air pollution 
always been a mirage.  We should not be deflected by this any more - we know how we can have 
zero CO2 emissions from the whole transport system using existing technologies and existing 
infrastructure, we know we can do this, time is not on our side.


3.11 Biofuels Use should be Relegated to only uses no other mode can cover - Widespread 
biofuel use should not be contemplated for the following reasons:

Biofuels involve combustion, there will always be some pollution, even if it is not CO2.

Biofuels either involve known technology using crops grown on arable land and so compete with 
food crops or use immature technology from forests neither of which is ideal

Engines generally need to be modified to accept high proportions of biofuel.  A the the lower 
proportions of biofuel to fossil fuels that can be used in existing engines, the reduction in climate 
change emissions becomes fairly insignificant to the scale of reductions we need.


3.12 Mode Shifting Benefits Severely Understated in the document as it doesn’t allow for the 
combination of people moving closer in to where they work, which in turn makes changing modes 
from car commuting to public transport, walking or cycling more of a viable option.  So you need 
to change the document to say that combining moving closer in with mode sharing could result in 
significant reductions in travel emissions. (note this increase in inner urban density is completely 
different to densifying far flung suburbs - one has huge effects in travel demand the other has 
negligible.  And it is the negligible one you report on as proving densifying has little effect on 
transport demand)).  So people choosing to move closer into town centres and transport nodes 
are the ones who are trading a long car commute for a short bus ride, a quick walk or a pleasant 
bike ride.


3.13 Volume of Freight Contestable Across Modes not limited - in saying that it is limited 
(bottom of page 309), you are not taking into account the possibilities of swift and easy transfer of 
loads between flat deck electric delivery trucks and rail wagons by using curtain sided containers.  
These have the added advantage in that they can be left at either end of the journey for factories 
and shops to load and unload at their leisure.  

Additionally you seem to be assuming the rail network will not be expanded.  Why would you 
assume that when it is at least double the efficiency of road transport, even if the road transport 
could be fully electrified?  The vision I have is for expanded and double tracking of the rail 
network, with it all being electrified.

Lastly, rail freight operates in a separate corridor to road freight and as such is not held up by road 
congestion.  More reliable journey times should be available through urban areas with rail than by 
road.
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3.14 Support for Full Pricing of Motor Vehicle Externalities This is an essential tool to move to 
more sustainable urban, suburban and indeed rural (lifestyle block) development.  We currently 
have more than 1/4 of urban land taken up with roads and carparks. This needs to change.

Secondly and I didn’t see mentioned, is that local roads are 1/2 funded by ratepayers, only half 
funded by road users even if you don’t take into account externalities.  So local road users are 
nothing like paying their share.  I’m not sure if you have included this in motor vehicle externalities 
but you should (the proportion off local road funding between local councils and the NZTA varies 
between councils according to the Funding Assistance Rate, but most places its around half).


3.15 Support for Emission Reduction Focus in Transport Investment - I completely agree that 
the Government should making emissions reductions a stronger strategic focus in transport 
investment (R11.6)


4. ELECTRICITY & HEAT 
4.1 Process Heat from Electricity is Nuts The assumption that electricity demand will increase 
significantly partly because of replacing coal burning process heat with electricity is nonsensical 
Wood chip boilers are a relatively simple direct replacement for the coal boilers for process heat 
and should be the first choice.  Furthermore a significant opportunity is there to replace simple 
coal burners with wood chip co generation units to supply electricity to the grid as well as heat to 
the site.  An example of this is coal fired heating of greenhouses on the Waimea Plains near 
Nelson would be far better being replaced by a cogeneration of electricity and heat.  The demand 
for heat in this instance has a pretty good correlation with the peak loads on the national electrical 
grid - when the greenhouses need heat is when the grid is struggling.  This is a much better 
proposition than using electricity to provide the heat at exactly the time when we have a shortage.


4.2 Woodburners in Homes Ignored as an Electricity Demand Reduction Measure - Like the 
greenhouse heaters, woodburners provide heat for houses at precisely the time when the grid is 
struggling.  Compare this to heat pump heaters that use power exactly at the worst time and 
whose efficiency is reduced in freezing conditions when the heat is most needed.  Low emission 
burners are readily available and cities need to move from burner bans to banning smoke.  In a 
Nelson City Council study 1/3 of people rich enough to have a landline had access to free 
firewood, using heat pumps is never free.  The banning of woodburners instead of the banning of 
smoke has meant that many of the hard to heat, impossible to insulate and draft-proof old houses 
that are predominantly occupied by low income households, have been denied the only viable 
heating source.  Not only does a heat pump cost money to run when for some people at least, 
woodturning is free, but a heat pump might put out 5kW of heat when many log burners put out 
20kW and so are really the equivalent of a bank of 4 heat pumps.  Simple and cheap heat transfer 
fans combined with log burner in the living room can transform a cold damp old villa into a warm 
healthy home with zero CO2 emissions and without loading up the grid. 

4.3 Geothermal Dry Year Ramping Rather than Switchability It is my contention that there is a 
good opportunity to ramp geothermal up and down to accomodate dry hydro years, drawing 
down the thermal field a little in dry years and letting it build up in normal hydro years.  The ability 
to do this is quite different to switchability which from my discussions with a GNS scientist 
geothermal fields are a bit twitchy to (Geothermal fields apparently don’t like being suddenly 
drawn from, rather a gradual ramping up and down is more suitable and reliable)   What this Dry 
year firming would involve is additional turbines in reserve at suitable geothermal stations for use 
in the dry years.  Dry year firming rather than daily peaking is really the more major problem and 
this is were ramping up and down geothermal fields could really be a big help.


4.4 Biomass Thermal Electricity Plants with Forests as Fuel Storage as potential dry year 
hydro firming seems to be ignored.  I believe these plants can be configured to burn wet wood so 
a standing live forest can be used as the dry year feedstock stockpile - ideally with electric rail 
links from forest to Thermal plant.  


4.5 Carbon Negative Thermal Power Generation - In the future it seems that biochar could be 
produced at the same time as heat and power meaning you can have carbon negative electricity 
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generation - you replace fossil fuel burning with carbon neutral woodburning, but more than that 
you sequester carbon from the trees into solid carbon that can then be used as a soil enhancer.  
This I think is better than fitting carbon capture and storage to a biomass thermal plant, that 
would also be carbon negative.  This is because,  with the CCS system you have issues to deal 
with long term leakage and you don’t end up with a product than enhances soil health and 
productivity.  

4.6 Iron Production without using Coal is already possible in fact using charcoal was the 
original way iron was produced.  10million tons of iron is made annually in Brazil using charcoal - 
its not something new or untried.  And of course once you have the iron, you need heat but not 
carbon to make iron into steel.  You need to correct the draft where you quite incorrectly state that 
steel production requires coal.


4.7 Dairy Process Heat Replacement Needed? The current Fonterra business model of 
transporting milk from high emission, high waterway pollution dairy herds  in diesel tankers from 
one end of the country, halfway to the other, then turning it into low cost commodity milk powder, 
using the worst climate change emitting fuel - coal can surely have little place in a low emissions 
future.  We are going to have to have very much fewer dairy cows.  And surely a much better way 
to use and store the spring and summer milk flow is to make it into high value cheese using low 
temperature heat.  So I think it is nuts to think about direct replacement of coal fired milk driers 
with other heat sources.  We need to change the whole business model.  Plant based milk 
analogues will surely replace low value commodity animal milk with high carbon costs, suspect 
animal ethics and waterway and aquifer pollution.


5.0 THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT 

5.1 Increasing Density Preferences Misinterpreted- You say that increasing density runs 
counter to the living preferences of many NZers, this is simply a false statement.  Henry Ford has 
been quoted as saying if he’d asked people what they wanted, they would have said they wanted 
a faster horse, not a model T Ford.  Few people in NZ have experienced good medium density 
living environments and so can hardly be expected to express a positive opinion about it.  On the 
other hand people who are freed from the shackles of daily car commuting by living close to 
where they work and/or with enticing public and active transport options have said it is the 
equivalent life changing experience of falling in love. 

While some people like a large section, this comes at a huge cost in urban sprawl, unworkability, 
unserviceability by public transport and large infrastructure maintenance costs.  However 
increasing numbers of people when given the opportunity of spending their leisure time doing 
something other than mowing lawns, plucking weeds and trimming hedges by the option of a 
good affordable medium density living environment will jump for it.  Until we have more examples 
of medium density housing many people won’t know what they are missing.  Here in Nelson is a 
classic situation of a “missing middle” density.  We have a small Inner City area and City Fringe 
where you can build 15m up to the boundaries, but immediately adjacent to that you have an 
ordinary residential area and in 2 of 4 sides a low density residential area where you can only build 
2.5m at the boundaries, have all sorts of constraints about how much land you can build on, how 
many onsite carparks you must provide etc.  You simply are not allowed to build higher density 
housing in these close in suburbs that are easily walkable to the city centre.  


5.2 Urban Planning Policies do not Necessarily take Years to Achieve Density - Here is one 
example that can be done immediately with almost no cost and almost no push back from 
Nimbys - Simply allowing 2 dwellings as of right in existing close-in residential areas.  So you 
keep all the height to boundary, site coverage etc rules, to allow this to get through fast, but just 
allow a second dwelling without subdividing and without development contributions - After all 
what is the difference to the neighbours or to infrastructure to having one big family in a house or 
two small families in the same house dived in two?  In some situations it will just involve using the 
radically under-utilised side yards of houses to build a kitchenette and a bathroom off the third 
bedroom and voila! you have a second dwelling.  So instead of a large house with just one or two 
people in it you divide it into two, perhaps add some minor additions and you allow another 
household to live close in to where they need to travel to.  Give any architect the challenge to 
create a second dwelling on any site within the existing site controls and you will find it is possible 
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on every site.  Yes every site.  Sometimes it will be internal alterations, sometimes a second story, 
sometimes building out the back and or out the side, but it is possible on every site.   
This will get “runs on the board” until the donut of missing middle density can be changed in 
planning documents to allow townhouses around town centres and transport hubs.


5.3 Effects of Increasing Density Misinterpreted The studies cited (p393) where increasing 
residential densities had only modest effects in reducing Vehicle Kilometres Travelled (VKT) are 
not what we are talking about here.  Of course increasing the densities of far flung suburbs will 
have little effect on VKT, but thats not what we are talking about.  We are talking about increasing 
the densities of close-in areas, areas that are close enough to walk and bike to where people want 
and need to go most of the time and/or close enough to public transport hubs. This is a crucial 
difference and is misrepresented in your study example.  And as mentioned above under 
transport moving from an outer suburb to an inner urban area are exactly the long commuter trips 
that are no long longer having to be made by car.  


5.4 Buildings might be small contributors to emissions but are useful means to store 
carbon.  Commercial buildings, unlike NZ houses, are rarely built with heavy timber structure, yet 
this is perhaps one of the best ways of carbon storing available.  The famous locally Nelson 
Marlborough institute of Technologies Creative Industries building have Laminated Timber 
columns and floor beams, roof structure and shear walls.   Not only is this avoiding the emissions 
of the concrete or steel structure, it is storing carbon.  I’m an architect and my present focus is on 
creating nett negative carbon buildings.  And we now how to do this by minimising concrete use 
(rather than trying to find lower embodied energy concrete), avoiding steel beams and using earth 
walls and floors for thermal mass, using carbon storing insulation like straw bales that would 
otherwise be burnt, rather than fibreglass batts that are heated to 1000°.  I fail to believe there are 
not useful emissions reductions through replacing high carbon emitting materials with carbon 
storing ones.  The question is whether simply assuming the ETS will deliver up these carbon 
negative buildings is doubtful.  The NZ Building Code currently legislates a maximum heat loss 
(Clause H1.3.2E Buildings must be constructed to ensure that their building performance index 
does not exceed 1.55 (applies only to housing )), I don’t see why a clause shouldn’t be added that 
mandates a nett carbon emissions per m2 floor area for different classes of buildings and think it 
would be a great idea to stimulate this.  

END
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